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THE SPA AT SOLEIL

ESSENTIAL SOLEIL FACIAL 60 MIN / 120

This is one of the most complete and personalized facials that you can ever experience. 
Professional products with the finest organic blends are chosen according to skin type to 
exfoliate, massage and mask, resulting in skin that is balanced, youthful and radiant.

SIGNATURE ORGANIC FACIAL 90 MIN / 160

Our signature organic facial is luxurious and highly concentrated with healing herbs and 
organic oils to nourish and enrich the skin. After a pure and rejuvenating cleaning and 
exfoliation, you will be pampered with an organic eye treatment to detox and reduce 
puffiness, and a warm stone massage for the face, neck, shoulders, arms and hands.

ANTI-AGING 60 MIN / 120

Start your facial with a fruit smoothie cleanser and dive into the organic products of Body 
Deli. This facial massages your face while purifying and plumping with collagen and 
moisturizer leaving the sun damaged or tired skin ready for a great night out.

HIS TIME 60 MIN / 120

This Lavender back facial will relax, rehydrate and deep cleanse your back.

SWEDISH 60 MIN / 110    90 MIN / 145

Gentle but firm massage that will leave you stress free and rejuvenated.

AQUA SOLEIL SIGNATURE MASSAGE 60 MIN / 120    90 MIN / 150

No two bodies are alike. No one treatment fits them all. The therapist choreographs the 
massage to fit your body’s needs. Combine Swedish, Deep Tissue and Shiatsu treatments, if 
desired, or focus on only one technique. Your choice!

AROMA MASSAGE 60 MIN / 110    90 MIN / 150

Anti-stress treatment applying aromatic essential oils to massage the entire body using long 
flowing movements. Great for tension release.

DEEP TISSUE MASSAGE 60 MIN / 125    90 MIN / 185

Designed to eliminate muscle tightness and pain in areas of your body, this massage 
uses deep strokes and pressure to achieve release of muscle tension. This is an excellent 
treatment for bodies that have been over-exerted and need special attention to specific 
muscle groups.

COUPLES HARMONY MASSAGE 60 MIN / 250    90 MIN / 350

A massage treatment performed in a private, soothing environment and shared with 
someone special.

IMMUNE SYSTEM BOOSTER 90 MIN / 180

This treatment will make your skin feel smooth, silky and irresistibly touchable. You must 
experience one of our amazing three-stage, full body scrubs. Features a dry hand brush 
exfoliation, an organic body scrub exfoliation, and an organic oil application using light 
massage strokes. Various scents are available depending on your mood.

All of our treatments are performed with organic products by Body Deli.


